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QUESTION 1

A maintenance work order has external processing. The planning plant and maintenance plant have different
addresses. A purchase requisition is generated from a maintenance order. 

With standard delivered SAP Customizing, which address is the default delivery address in the purchase requisition? 

A. Work center 

B. Storage location 

C. Planning plant 

D. Maintenance plant 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer has several plants. 

How do you set up the maintenance organizational structure to implement centralized maintenance planning? 

A. Assign all your work centers to one of your central planning plants. 

B. Define a plant and assign it to a company code. 

C. Assign all your work centers to one of your maintenance plants. 

D. Define a planning plant and assign the maintenance plants to this planning plant in Customizing. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What does the functional location category determine? (Choose two) 

A. Whether a fixed asset from Asset Accounting can be assigned 

B. Whether you can create linear data for a functional location 

C. The partner determination procedure 

D. The functional location class 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4



What does the maintenance plan category determine? 

A. The type of maintenance call object the system generates for a due maintenance call 

B. The type of technical object for the maintenance plan 

C. How maintenance call objects are generated for a due maintenance call 

D. The grouping of similar maintenance plans together for reporting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When you create a refurbishment order, which reference objects can you use? (Choose three) 

A. Functional location 

B. Equipment without serial number 

C. Material with serial number 

D. Material without serial number 

E. Equipment with serial number 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 6

What does the cycle set sequence in a multiple-counter maintenance plan determine? 

A. The scheduling sequence of a maintenance item 

B. The operation sequence of a maintenance order 

C. The scheduling sequence for a group of maintenance plans 

D. The operation sequence of a task list 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following are maintenance work center functions? (Choose three) 

A. Capacity planning 

B. Production resources/tools (PRT) allocation 

C. Scheduling 



D. Costing 

E. Material planning 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 8

A user has planned an operation with labor costs and material costs; however, the material cost element is not assigned
to a value category. 

Where do the material costs appear in the value categories for the order? 

A. In the overhead value category 

B. In a new, automatically created value category 

C. In the unassigned value category 

D. In the internal activity value category 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

In order costing configuration, for what is the allocation structure used? 

A. To provide a method of consolidating costs in the Plant Maintenance Information System 

B. To allocate costs to a hierarchy of maintenance technical objects 

C. To determine the cost elements that are allowed in the plant maintenance order 

D. To determine the settlement receiving elements for costs debited to the order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer wants the system to generate a serial number and an equipment master upon goods receipt of a
material. 

Which Customizing steps are required? 

A. Create a serial number profile and assign it to an equipment master. 

B. Create a serial number profile and assign it to a serializing procedure. 

C. Create a serial number profile and assign it to a view profile for technical objects. 

D. Create a serializing procedure and assign it to an equipment master. 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

How can you maintain a distribution rule? (Choose two) 

A. Manually, prior to the first settlement 

B. Automatically, according to value categories in the order 

C. Manually, after the business completion for the order 

D. Automatically, based on a combination of Customizing and object master data 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

What happens when you set the system status in a maintenance order to technically completed (TECO)? (Choose two) 

A. The system sets a deletion indicator for outstanding reservations. 

B. The system sets a deletion indicator for outstanding purchase requisitions. 

C. The system posts costs to the target account assignment. 

D. The system sets a deletion indicator for purchase orders assigned to the maintenance order. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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